The following are pictures from the week of October 27th - October 31st in regards to the CTC - Welding Gas Tank Storage Area Canopy Project. Essentially this project is completed. The filler strips are now installed in the security fencing and the exterior light has been relocated to underneath the canopy. The only thing left to complete is to patch the hole in the metal panel where the light once was. This will be the last weekly report for this project.

This picture highlights the new vinyl slats that have been inserted into the security fencing. These slats will help to slow wind-driven/blowing and drifting snow from entering the enclosure from the sides.

Here you can see the light that has been relocated to just above the doorway between the welding gas tank storage area and the welding lab.

This spot is the last remaining work for the CTC canopy project. This where the light moved from and so this hole will have to filled-in/covered according to the metal panel manufacturer’s recommendations.